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Historical EventsHistorical Events

•• ““Historical events, showing the direct fulfillment Historical events, showing the direct fulfillment 
of prophecy, were set before the people, and of prophecy, were set before the people, and 
prophecy was seen to be a figurative delineation prophecy was seen to be a figurative delineation 
of events leading down to the close of this of events leading down to the close of this 
earthearth’’s history. The scenes connected with the s history. The scenes connected with the 
working of the man of sin are the last features working of the man of sin are the last features 
plainly revealed in this earthplainly revealed in this earth’’s history.s history.”” Selected Selected 
MessagesMessages, book 2, 102., book 2, 102.

•• And at the time of the end shall the king of the And at the time of the end shall the king of the 
south push at him: and the king of the north shall south push at him: and the king of the north shall 
come against him like a whirlwind, with chariots, come against him like a whirlwind, with chariots, 
and with horsemen, and with many ships; and he and with horsemen, and with many ships; and he 
shall enter into the countries, and shall overflow shall enter into the countries, and shall overflow 
and pass over. Daniel 11:40.and pass over. Daniel 11:40.
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PUSH: to war againstPUSH: to war against

•• ““When the Holy Roman Emperor Henry IV When the Holy Roman Emperor Henry IV 
decided to seek pardon of Pope Gregory VII in decided to seek pardon of Pope Gregory VII in 
1077, he stood barefoot for three days in the 1077, he stood barefoot for three days in the 
snow outside the papal quarters in snow outside the papal quarters in CanossaCanossa, , 
Italy. Though GorbachevItaly. Though Gorbachev’’s concordat with the s concordat with the 
church was less arduous, church was less arduous, it was no less it was no less 
significantsignificant in its way.in its way.”” TimeTime, December 11, 1989., December 11, 1989.

••
•• ““GORBYGORBY’’S BOW TO THE ROMANS BOW TO THE ROMAN LEGIONSLEGIONS””

Title, Title, US News & World ReportUS News & World Report..
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Pushed to farPushed to far

•• ““In 1935 Josef Stalin, absolute ruler of the Soviet In 1935 Josef Stalin, absolute ruler of the Soviet 
Union, was given some unsolicited advice. Make Union, was given some unsolicited advice. Make 
a propitiatory gesture to the Vatican, he was a propitiatory gesture to the Vatican, he was 
told. told. PushedPushed too far, his countrytoo far, his country’’s Catholics s Catholics 
might become counterrevolutionary. Stalinmight become counterrevolutionary. Stalin’’s s 
great mustache amplified his sneer. great mustache amplified his sneer. ‘‘The pope. The pope. 
And how many divisions has he?And how many divisions has he?’’ ““The answer The answer 
then was that he has none. The answer now is then was that he has none. The answer now is 
that he needs none. The structures of that he needs none. The structures of 
Communism are crumbling to the touch.Communism are crumbling to the touch.”” LifeLife, , 
December 1989.December 1989.

•• ““king of the south pushed against the king of king of the south pushed against the king of 
the north.the north.””
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•• ““Until recently, Until recently, the battalions of Marxismthe battalions of Marxism
seemed to have the upper hand over the seemed to have the upper hand over the 
soldiers of the Cross. In the wake of the soldiers of the Cross. In the wake of the 
Bolshevik Revolution of Bolshevik Revolution of 19171917, Lenin had , Lenin had 
pledged toleration but delivered terror. pledged toleration but delivered terror. 
‘‘Russia turned crimson with the blood Russia turned crimson with the blood 
of martyrsof martyrs,,’’ says Father says Father GlebGleb YakuninYakunin, , 
Russian OrthodoxyRussian Orthodoxy’’s bravest agitator for s bravest agitator for 
religious freedom. In the Bolsheviksreligious freedom. In the Bolsheviks’’ first first 
five years in power, 28 bishops and 1,200 five years in power, 28 bishops and 1,200 
priests were cut down by the red sickle. priests were cut down by the red sickle. 
Stalin greatly accelerated the terror, and Stalin greatly accelerated the terror, and 
by the end of Khrushchevby the end of Khrushchev’’s rule, s rule, 
liquidation of the clergy reached an liquidation of the clergy reached an 
estimated 50,000. After World War II, estimated 50,000. After World War II, 
fierce but generally less bloody fierce but generally less bloody 
persecution spread into the Ukraine and persecution spread into the Ukraine and 
the new Soviet bloc, affecting millions of the new Soviet bloc, affecting millions of 
Roman Catholics and Protestants as well Roman Catholics and Protestants as well 
as Orthodox.as Orthodox.”” TimeTime, December 4, 1989., December 4, 1989.
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Revolution & atheismRevolution & atheism

•• ““The Soviet presidentThe Soviet president’’s session Friday with Pope s session Friday with Pope 
John Paul II is the latest development of a John Paul II is the latest development of a 
revolution in the Communist world that the pope revolution in the Communist world that the pope 
helped spark and Gorbachev has allowed to helped spark and Gorbachev has allowed to 
happen.happen.”” USA TodayUSA Today, cover story., cover story.

•• ““In private meetings with heads of state, back In private meetings with heads of state, back 
room consultations with dissident groups and room consultations with dissident groups and 
persistent propagandizing for his crusade persistent propagandizing for his crusade 
against tyranny, he [John Paul II] has helped against tyranny, he [John Paul II] has helped 
bring about the greatest policy change since the bring about the greatest policy change since the 
Russian Revolution.Russian Revolution.”” LifeLife, December 1989., December 1989.
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OVERFLOW: “rush, wash away”OVERFLOW: “rush, wash away”
•• ““The The rushrush to freedom in Eastern Europe is a sweet to freedom in Eastern Europe is a sweet 

victory for John Paul II.victory for John Paul II.”” LifeLife, December 1989., December 1989.
•• ““His [Pope John Paul II] triumphant tour of Poland in His [Pope John Paul II] triumphant tour of Poland in 

1979, says Polish bishop, altered the 1979, says Polish bishop, altered the ‘‘mentality of fear, mentality of fear, 
the fear of police and tanks, of losing your job, of not the fear of police and tanks, of losing your job, of not 
getting promoted, of being thrown out of school, of failing getting promoted, of being thrown out of school, of failing 
to get a passport. People learned that if they ceased to to get a passport. People learned that if they ceased to 
fear the system, the system was helpless.fear the system, the system was helpless.’’ Thus was Thus was 
born Solidarity, backed by the church and led by such born Solidarity, backed by the church and led by such 
friends of the pope as friends of the pope as LechLech WalesaWalesa and and TadeuszTadeusz
MazowiekeMazowieke, who subsequently became the Soviet bloc, who subsequently became the Soviet bloc’’s s 
first Christian Prime Ministersfirst Christian Prime Ministers..”” TimeTime, December 4, 1989., December 4, 1989.

•• ““THE TRIUMPH OF JOHN PAUL IITHE TRIUMPH OF JOHN PAUL II——The The tidetide of freedom of freedom 
washing overwashing over Eastern Europe answers his most fervent Eastern Europe answers his most fervent 
prayer.prayer.”” LifeLife, December, 1989., December, 1989.

•• ““When When TadeuszTadeusz MazowieckiMazowiecki took over in August 1989 as took over in August 1989 as 
PolandPoland’’s first nons first non--Communist prime minister in 45 years, Communist prime minister in 45 years, 
he was asked if he was a socialist. he was asked if he was a socialist. ‘‘I am a CatholicI am a Catholic,,’’ he he 
answered tersely.answered tersely.”” US News and World ReportUS News and World Report, May 21, , May 21, 
1990.1990.
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PASS OVERPASS OVER
•• ““Last year LithuaniaLast year Lithuania’’s two leading bishops were returned s two leading bishops were returned 

to head dioceses after a combined 53 years of internal to head dioceses after a combined 53 years of internal 
exile, and the cathedral in Vilnius, previously used as an exile, and the cathedral in Vilnius, previously used as an 
art museum, was restored for worship. This year the art museum, was restored for worship. This year the 
BelorussianBelorussian republic got its first bishop in 63 years. That republic got its first bishop in 63 years. That 
paved the way for Archbishop Angelo paved the way for Archbishop Angelo SodanoSodano, who , who 
oversees the Vaticanoversees the Vatican’’s foreign relations, to make the s foreign relations, to make the 
arraignments for Gorbachevarraignments for Gorbachev’’s historic visit to the Holy s historic visit to the Holy 
See.See.

•• ““These concessions to Catholicism are only part of These concessions to Catholicism are only part of 
GorbachevGorbachev’’s religious liberalization.s religious liberalization.”” TimeTime, December 4, , December 4, 
1989.1989.

•• ““The revival of religious freedom is expected to include The revival of religious freedom is expected to include 
lifting of an official ban on the fivelifting of an official ban on the five--millionmillion--member member 
Ukraine Catholic Church, which has survived Ukraine Catholic Church, which has survived 
underground since 1946 when Stalin ordered it absorbed underground since 1946 when Stalin ordered it absorbed 
into the Russian Orthodox Church. Winning legalization into the Russian Orthodox Church. Winning legalization 
for the Ukrainian Church has been a primary aim of the for the Ukrainian Church has been a primary aim of the 
popepope’’s. Officials in the Soviet Union say they will clear s. Officials in the Soviet Union say they will clear 
the way for legalization by permitting Ukrainian Catholics the way for legalization by permitting Ukrainian Catholics 
to register, as other religious groups are now required to to register, as other religious groups are now required to 
do under Soviet law.do under Soviet law.”” US News and World ReportUS News and World Report, , 
December 11, 1989.December 11, 1989.
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Whirlwind: a mighty sweeping awayWhirlwind: a mighty sweeping away

•• ““Days of the WhirlwindDays of the Whirlwind”” Title in Title in NewsweekNewsweek, , 
December 25, 1989. December 25, 1989. 

•• ““Of all the events that have shaken the Soviet bloc in Of all the events that have shaken the Soviet bloc in 
1989, none is more fraught with history1989, none is more fraught with history——or more or more 
implausibleimplausible——than the polite encounter to take place this than the polite encounter to take place this 
week in Vatican City. There, in the spacious ceremonial week in Vatican City. There, in the spacious ceremonial 
library of the 16th century Apostolic Palace, the czar of library of the 16th century Apostolic Palace, the czar of 
world atheism, Mikhail Gorbachev, will visit the Vicar of world atheism, Mikhail Gorbachev, will visit the Vicar of 
Christ, Pope John Paul II.Christ, Pope John Paul II.

•• ““The moment will be electric, not only because John Paul The moment will be electric, not only because John Paul 
helped helped inflameinflame the fervor for freedom in his Polish the fervor for freedom in his Polish 
homeland that homeland that swept like brush fireswept like brush fire across Eastern across Eastern 
EuropeEurope. Beyond that, the meeting of the two men . Beyond that, the meeting of the two men 
symbolizes the end of the 20th centurysymbolizes the end of the 20th century’’s most s most 
dramatic spiritual wardramatic spiritual war, a conflict in which the seemingly , a conflict in which the seemingly 
irresistible force of Communism battered against the irresistible force of Communism battered against the 
immovable object of Christianity.immovable object of Christianity.”” TimeTime, December 4, , December 4, 
1989.1989.
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•• ““While GorbachevWhile Gorbachev’’s handss hands--off policy was the off policy was the 
immediate cause of the chain reaction of liberty immediate cause of the chain reaction of liberty 
that has that has swept through Eastern Europeswept through Eastern Europe in the in the 
past few months, John Paul deserves much of past few months, John Paul deserves much of 
the longerthe longer--range credit.range credit.”” TimeTime, December 4, , December 4, 
1989.1989.

•• ““come against like a whirlwindcome against like a whirlwind””
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The Unholy Alliance: 1982The Unholy Alliance: 1982

•• HOLY ALLIANCE,HOLY ALLIANCE, TimeTime magazine, February 24, 1992, Cover Title.magazine, February 24, 1992, Cover Title.
•• ““Only President Ronald Reagan and Pope John Paul II were present Only President Ronald Reagan and Pope John Paul II were present 

in the Vatican Library on in the Vatican Library on Monday, June 7, 1982Monday, June 7, 1982. It was the first time . It was the first time 
the two had met, and they talked for 50 minutes. . . .the two had met, and they talked for 50 minutes. . . .

•• ““In that meeting, Reagan and the pope agreed to undertake a In that meeting, Reagan and the pope agreed to undertake a 
clandestine campaign to hasten the dissolution of the Communist clandestine campaign to hasten the dissolution of the Communist 
empire. Declares Richard Allen, Reaganempire. Declares Richard Allen, Reagan’’s first National Security s first National Security 
Advisor: Advisor: ‘‘This was one of the great This was one of the great secret alliancessecret alliances of all timeof all time..’’. . . . 
. .. .

•• “‘“‘Reagan came with very simple and strongly held views,Reagan came with very simple and strongly held views,’’ says says 
Admiral Bobby Inman, former deputy director of the CIA. Admiral Bobby Inman, former deputy director of the CIA. ‘‘It is a valid It is a valid 
point that he saw the collapse (of Communism) coming and he point that he saw the collapse (of Communism) coming and he 
pushedpushed it hard.it hard.’’ During the first part of 1982, During the first part of 1982, a fivea five--part strategypart strategy
emerged that was aimed at bringing about the collapse of the Sovemerged that was aimed at bringing about the collapse of the Soviet iet 
economy. . . .economy. . . .
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•• 1. The 1. The U.S. defense buildupU.S. defense buildup, already under way, aimed at making it too , already under way, aimed at making it too 
costly for the Soviets to compete militarily with the U.S.. Reagcostly for the Soviets to compete militarily with the U.S.. Reaganan’’s s 
Strategic Defense InitiativeStrategic Defense Initiative--Star Wars became a centerpiece of the Star Wars became a centerpiece of the 
strategy.strategy.

•• 2. 2. Covert operationsCovert operations aimed at encouraging reform movements in aimed at encouraging reform movements in 
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Poland.Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Poland.

•• 3. 3. Financial aidFinancial aid to Warsawto Warsaw--Pact nations calibrated to their willingness Pact nations calibrated to their willingness 
to protect human rights and undertake political and freeto protect human rights and undertake political and free--market reforms.market reforms.

•• 4. 4. Economic isolationEconomic isolation of the Soviet Union and the withholding of of the Soviet Union and the withholding of 
Western and Japanese technology from Moscow. The administration Western and Japanese technology from Moscow. The administration 
focused on denying the USSR what it had hoped would be its princfocused on denying the USSR what it had hoped would be its principal ipal 
source of hard currency in the twentysource of hard currency in the twenty--first century: profits from a first century: profits from a 
transcontinental pipeline to supply natural gas to Western Europtranscontinental pipeline to supply natural gas to Western Europe. . . .e. . . .

•• 5. Increased use of Radio Liberty, 5. Increased use of Radio Liberty, Voice of AmericaVoice of America and Radio Free and Radio Free 
Europe to transmit AdministrationEurope to transmit Administration’’s messages to the people of Eastern s messages to the people of Eastern 
Europe. . . .Europe. . . .

•• “‘“‘Like all great and lucky leaders, Like all great and lucky leaders, the pope and President exploited the pope and President exploited 
the forces of history to their own endsthe forces of history to their own ends..’’ ”” Time,Time, February 4, 1992, 29February 4, 1992, 29––
30.30.

•• Chariots, horsemen and ships. . .Chariots, horsemen and ships. . .
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Chariots and HorsemenChariots and Horsemen

•• ““In 1981, the Communist bloc got another shock. A new American In 1981, the Communist bloc got another shock. A new American 
President, President, Ronald ReaganRonald Reagan, began fulfilling his promise to challenge , began fulfilling his promise to challenge 
the Soviets, not to placate them. Over the next few years, the Soviets, not to placate them. Over the next few years, he he 
accelerated the military buildupaccelerated the military buildup and announced the and announced the Strategic Strategic 
Defense InitiativeDefense Initiative (SDI), a space(SDI), a space--based system for protecting based system for protecting 
against missile attack. He against missile attack. He backed antibacked anti--communist rebelscommunist rebels in in 
Nicaragua, Angola, Cambodia, and Afghanistan. And Nicaragua, Angola, Cambodia, and Afghanistan. And with American with American 
troopstroops, he liberated the island of Grenada from Communist thugs., he liberated the island of Grenada from Communist thugs.

•• ““The SovietsThe Soviets’’ confidence was shaken. . . .confidence was shaken. . . .
•• ““The Western Europeans also pressured the Soviets. The Western Europeans also pressured the Soviets. NATO forged NATO forged 

aheadahead with with militarymilitary modernization. German voters spurned Soviet modernization. German voters spurned Soviet 
‘‘peace overturespeace overtures’’ and elected a government that voted to deploy and elected a government that voted to deploy 
new intermediatenew intermediate--range missiles. . . . range missiles. . . . 

•• ““Military pressureMilitary pressure from America and its Western allies had caused from America and its Western allies had caused 
the Soviets to flinch.the Soviets to flinch.”” ReaderReader’’s Digests Digest, March 1990., March 1990.
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With Many ShipsWith Many Ships

•• ““Gorbachev has also grasped the fact that political and Gorbachev has also grasped the fact that political and 
economic survivaleconomic survival depends upon the goodwill of the depends upon the goodwill of the 
Soviet people, among whom Christians have always Soviet people, among whom Christians have always 
outnumbered Communists. Gorbachev, moreover, needs outnumbered Communists. Gorbachev, moreover, needs 
the cooperation of the West, observes Father Mark, a the cooperation of the West, observes Father Mark, a 
reformreform--minded Orthodox priest in Moscow, who minded Orthodox priest in Moscow, who 
considers Gorbachevconsiders Gorbachev’’s program within the USSR s program within the USSR ‘‘a a 
result of foreign policy necessity.result of foreign policy necessity.’’ ”” TimeTime, December 4, , December 4, 
1989.1989.

•• ““In the 1980s, In the 1980s, Communist economies, always Communist economies, always 
inefficient, went belly upinefficient, went belly up. Before, they had lacked . Before, they had lacked 
consumer and luxury goods. Now perennial shortages of consumer and luxury goods. Now perennial shortages of 
staples worsened as well. When Soviet miners went on staples worsened as well. When Soviet miners went on 
strike in 1989, their demands included soap, toilet paper, strike in 1989, their demands included soap, toilet paper, 
and sugar.and sugar.”” ReaderReader’’s Digests Digest, March 1990., March 1990.
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•• ““For Gorbachev, the ferment in the For Gorbachev, the ferment in the BalticsBaltics is shaking not is shaking not 
just a small corner of the empire built by Lenin and just a small corner of the empire built by Lenin and 
Stalin, but the foundations of the empire itself. The Stalin, but the foundations of the empire itself. The 
nationalities question is a potent distillation of many nationalities question is a potent distillation of many 
other signs, from other signs, from a crumbling economya crumbling economy to violent to violent 
ethnic clashes, that the breathtaking disintegration of the ethnic clashes, that the breathtaking disintegration of the 
Soviet empire in Eastern Europe may not stop at the Soviet empire in Eastern Europe may not stop at the 
Soviet border. As Soviet border. As the economy deterioratesthe economy deteriorates and and 
shortages grow, public disillusionment with Communism shortages grow, public disillusionment with Communism 
and with Gorbachev himself is rising, and hostile and with Gorbachev himself is rising, and hostile 
republics, nationalities and interests groups are republics, nationalities and interests groups are 
competing more fiercely for political power and for competing more fiercely for political power and for 
shares in shares in the shrinking economythe shrinking economy. Corruption and crime . Corruption and crime 
are rampant; minors and railway workers threaten to cut are rampant; minors and railway workers threaten to cut 
off fuel supplies during the bitter winter; Azerbaijanis cut off fuel supplies during the bitter winter; Azerbaijanis cut 
the rail line to an Armenian enclave in their midst; the rail line to an Armenian enclave in their midst; 
farmers hoard food, leaving city shelves bare.farmers hoard food, leaving city shelves bare.”” US News US News 
and World Reportand World Report, January 15, 1990., January 15, 1990.
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Political IntriguePolitical Intrigue

•• ““With the PopeWith the Pope’’s support, Solidarity (Polish s support, Solidarity (Polish 
Labor Union) was formed, and John Paul II sent Labor Union) was formed, and John Paul II sent 
word to Moscow that if Soviet forces crushed word to Moscow that if Soviet forces crushed 
Solidarity, he would go to Poland and stand with Solidarity, he would go to Poland and stand with 
the people. The Soviets were so alarmed that the people. The Soviets were so alarmed that 
they hatched a plot to kill him. . . . The Pope they hatched a plot to kill him. . . . The Pope 
cautioned Solidarity leaders, particularly his cautioned Solidarity leaders, particularly his 
friend friend LechLech WalesaWalesa, to proceed slowly. They did. , to proceed slowly. They did. 
In 1988 General In 1988 General WojciechWojciech JaruzelskiJaruzelski, the Polish , the Polish 
communist leader, went to them offering a deal. communist leader, went to them offering a deal. 
Solidarity insisted on an election, which it carried Solidarity insisted on an election, which it carried 
with some 80 percent of the vote. When the with some 80 percent of the vote. When the 
Communist government fell, the impact on Communist government fell, the impact on 
Eastern Europe was Eastern Europe was electrifyingelectrifying..”” ReaderReader’’s s 
DigestDigest, March 1990., March 1990.
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May 13, 1981: the feast of FatimaMay 13, 1981: the feast of Fatima

•• ““In May, 1981, before a vast audience in St. PeterIn May, 1981, before a vast audience in St. Peter’’s s 
Square, Pope John Paul was shot and severely wounded Square, Pope John Paul was shot and severely wounded 
by by MehmetMehmet Ali Ali AgeaAgea. There was immediate speculation . There was immediate speculation 
that the gunman had been sent by East bloc plotters from that the gunman had been sent by East bloc plotters from 
Bulgaria, sponsored by the Soviet secret police. Their Bulgaria, sponsored by the Soviet secret police. Their 
aim: to silence aim: to silence the one man capable of shaking the the one man capable of shaking the 
foundations of international Communismfoundations of international Communism..”” LifeLife, , 
December 1989.December 1989.

•• ““In Poland the freedom movement was born almost three In Poland the freedom movement was born almost three 
decades ago when decades ago when the bishop of Krakowthe bishop of Krakow sought approval sought approval 
to build a new church. When Communist authorities to build a new church. When Communist authorities 
denied his application, the bishop had a giant cross denied his application, the bishop had a giant cross 
erected and celebrated openerected and celebrated open--air masses. The Communist air masses. The Communist 
tore it down. The church members replaced it over and tore it down. The church members replaced it over and 
over until finally the Communists gave up.over until finally the Communists gave up.”” JubileeJubilee, April , April 
1990.1990.

•• That bishop of Krakow is now Pope John Paul. He That bishop of Krakow is now Pope John Paul. He 
is the first pope in history that his given pope name is the first pope in history that his given pope name 
adds up to adds up to 666.666.
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Two deadly woundsTwo deadly wounds

•• ““A COMMON BRUSH WITH DEATHA COMMON BRUSH WITH DEATH--At At 
their first meeting, Reagan and John Paul their first meeting, Reagan and John Paul 
II discussed something else they had in II discussed something else they had in 
common: both had survived assassination common: both had survived assassination 
attempts that occurred only six weeks attempts that occurred only six weeks 
apart in 1981, and both believed apart in 1981, and both believed God had God had 
saved them for a special missionsaved them for a special mission. And both . And both 
referred to the referred to the ‘‘miraculous fact that they miraculous fact that they 
had survived.had survived.’”’” TimeTime magazine, February magazine, February 
24, 1992.24, 1992.
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